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CONVERSATION

PIECE

Camas. 36" ~

29". r.1770—80

BEVJAMI!v WII.SON

(1721—88)

Wife in open-robe svith buttoned false front to bodice. Flounced sleeves and treble-laced
ruffles. Long transparent apron. Small cap perched on raised coiffure and long lappets
tied loosely in front. Husband in a coat with close sleeves and rouncl cuffs. Short

waistcoat.

Raised toupee.
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OF A RARE DESIGN AND QUALITY

SYMONDS)

F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A.

on the history ofEnglish Furniture
books and articles on the sujbect.

a foremost authority
author
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and the

Three most important pieces of English furniture have come to light within
the last eight years. The first to do so was a mahogany writing cabinet of most
unusual design, decorated with fire-gilt mounts and with inlaid brass work,
both of the highest quality execution.
The mounts were of elaborate design in the form of consoles, one with a
female head and the other a bearded man with wings. Below the head the
mount was decorated with rococo scrolls and flowers. The female console
enriched the canted corners of the upper part of the writing cabinet, and the
one of the bearded man the front corners of the base of the cabinet. (This
remarkable piece of furniture I described in an article in Country Life, February
16th, 1956).
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I'he mahogany

commode nith serpentine

front and sicles, fire-gilt ancl chased l>rass mounts and handles.
About 17fifi.

The second piece of furniture

which made its appearance in 1955 was an
astonishing mahogany dressing-table with an elaborately shaped front with
drawers flanking a kneehole, which also contained drawers. The uprights
either side of the kneehole were decorated with the same female head console,
and the two front corners with the mount of the bearded man. These front
corners were in the form of legs, which pulled out to support the dressing
drawer when in use. There seems very little doubt, on account of the mounts,
which must have been cast in the same moulds and also the exceptionally high
quality of the cabinet work, that both pieces came from the same workshop.
In 1956 a third piece a serpentine commode appeared on the London
antique market. Like the writing cabinet and the dressing-table, the mount
with the female head also decorated the front canted corners (Fig. I). The
quality of the cabinet work was of the same high order and with the same
English handwriting of the other two pieces.
Again there seems little doubt that this commode was made in the same
workshop as the writing cabinet and the dressing-table.
The subsequent history of the three pieces af'ter they had made their appearance on the antique furniture market is likewise of particular interest. The
writing cabinet was sold to a collector in America but, as the English licensing
authorities recognized its importance, no export licence was granted. It
therefore remained in England and was bought afterwards by an English
collector, Mr. Arthur Bull. The dressing-table, when it appeared, was immediately bought by the Victoria and Albert Museum, who realized the outstanding
importance of this piece in the evolution of English cabinet work of the
eighteenth century. The third piece the commode
like the cabinet was
never allowed to leave the country, and it now forms part of the important
furniture collection at Temple Newsam.
Students, therefore, and all others who are interested in English furniture,
must be thankful that these three remarkable specimens of English furniture
remain in the country of their origin. That they do so is undoubtedly because
of the enlightened attitude and increased knowledge brought about by the
more serious study given to English furniture in recent yea.rs. In the 1920's all
three pieces would have caused little excitement in the furniture collecting
world, for they would probably have been dismissed as of no interest, being
considered of foreign provenance.
The Temple Newsam commode has a number of features of'special interest.
Like the console mounts on the canted corners, the handles ancl escutcheons
are also the same as on the writing cabinet and the dressing-table. It is
interesting to note that the original keyhole in the escutcheon plate has been
filled in, and a new one stamped higher up to fit the lock (see Fig. 3). The
cabinet maker's love of shaped surfaces, so evident in the other two pieces, is
here again displayed. Not only is the front serpentine, but the ends or sides are
likewise ss r))entine which ts mo)t unu)ual Irt most English set pentnle conlpage 5
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Detail of the Commode showing serpentine

tu

Bli

shape and console mounts with female head.

modes they are straight, some are half-serpentine, but seldom have they the
complete curve. The ends are constructed of thick planks of deal, the outer
surface being shaped to a serpentine curve and then veneered with straightgrained mahogany. The use of a deal softwood carcase for a shaped surface
was much favoured by English cabinet makers.
A very unusual feature of construction, and one which I have never seen
before, is that the drawer bottoms are framed with a flush-beaded panel. It is
a refinement that only a cabinet maker whose work was of the highest order
page 6
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The hanclles and key escutcheon and brass fret with ebony inset.

Interior of one of the oak-lined tlrawers. Note the unusual framed
of the drateer bottom.

Hush panel construction

would have thought of doing. Another feature of quality is that the brass frets
decorating the edge of the top and the plinth are filled with ebony veneer.
The top is veneered with figured mahogany on a foundation of oak, and it is
cross-banded with the mahogany, which banding is separated from the central
panel by an inlaid brass line. A label in one of the drawers reads "Old drawers
N.E. Bedroom," but this may have been put on in Victorian times, for such an
outstanding piece suggests it was made for a reception room.
Apart from these three pieces of'furniture there is also a fourth, a photograph
of'hich I discovered recently and which I illustrated in an article on the
Temple Newsam commode (Gountry Life, October 18th, 1956).
The question remains as to who was the maker of these four pieces, all with
the same mounts, all of the highest quality cabinet work, and all displaying
the same love of'shaped surfaces.
The commode i» unquestionably
English in design. 'I'he use of mahogany
for the exterior, deal for the carcasing, and oak f'r the drawer linings is all
in the traditional English manner. The construction of the drawers with the
framed drawer bottoms is of the highest quality and denotes English work.
The open fret filled with ebony, on the other hand, is unusual and might
signify foreign influence.
In the case of the writing cabinet, I considered that owing to the brass
inlay and the engraving there was a suggestion of foreign influence, or at least
the employment of a Continental craftsman skilled in buhl work and metal
engraving. Such a workman might well have been a German, for the Germans
were noted for producing buhl work of the highest order, and were like the
English, fine craftsmen in furniture making.
Considering, therefore, all three pieces, one might conclude that there may
have been some German influence, but to what extent it is extremely difficult
to say, for a German emigrant to this country would have been forced to use
English methods of construction, and also secondary woods of the English
tradition, for he could not alter the English way of cabinet making.
Above all, the English taste in furniture design was more sober than the
Continental, and less prone to over-richness. It was the outstanding quality
of execution that was the most distinguished feature of the best English cabinet
work, and even the Germans could not equal it, although it must be conceded
that they did like to have their carcase work, as seen when the drawers were
removed, clean and workmanlike.
One cannot help feeling that one of the reasons for the high standard of
English craf'tsmanship in the eighteenth century was largely due to the wealthy
nobility, many of whom had a keen critical eye for quality and an innate taste
for design. This is borne out not only by the best of English furniture, but by
the best gold and silver plate, the best watches and clocks, as well as by the
English coaches and carriages made by the most eminent makers in eighteenth
century Long Acre.
page 8

Philip bfercier in Yorkshire
Among much else which characterized early eighteenth century society one
or push aside many elegant
could not move far in rococo drawing-rooms
tapestry hangings without hearing of the animosity of the King towards his
son. The matter was on almost every lip and Frederick, Prince of Wales
(1707—51) reacted by patronizing as many branches of art as possible if they
were removed from official formality.
It had long been a prominent English characteristic to want, indeed to have
a passion for portraiture. A demand arose among the leaders of society and
a conversation group, an
the prosperous classes for a new sort of picture
his
informal social essay showing the patron with
family in scented garden or
would
be two or three figures,
richly decorated library. Here in one picture
indeed even a company of friends. Group portraiture was popular. Thus it
was that in 1733 Philip Mercier painted the very interesting
the Prince and his sisters (despite the fact that they were hardly on speaking
terms). They are shown making music in the gardens at Kew.
Mercier was the son of a Huguenot tapestry designer and was born at
Berlin in 1689. He studied at the Academy there under Antoine Pesne, one of
the closest friends of Watteau. As part of his training, Mercier went to Italy
and France and then to Hanover, but his eyes were turning to employment
under the House of Hanover ruling in England. Setting out with recommendations to gain him employment at Court, and a portrait of Frederick, Prince
of Wales, he reached this country in 1723.'he Prince came over in December,
1728 and by warrants dated March 6th, 1728 and January 26th, 1729, Mercier
was appointed First Page of the Bedchamber and then Library Keeper. Mr.
Ralph Edwards has noted that in the 1729, 1735 and 1736 editions of
Chamberlayne's Angliz JYotitia he is shown as principal painter to Frederick,
Prince of Wales. As one of the most skilful of Watteau's imitators his work
has considerable interest.
Prior to this Royal appointment Mercier's career is a little obscure. The
picture known as "A Party on the Terrace of Shotover House" is signed and
dated "Ph. Mercier Pinxit. An: 1725" and the notes to this article mention
his signing an engraving "a Londres en 1723." It should, however, be said
that Mr. Edwards considers that Mercier may have painted the Shotover
picture on a visit to Hanover. His picture of "Viscount Tyrconnel with members
of his Family in the Grounds of Belton House" is dated to about 1725—6.
Viscount Tyrconnel was created Knight of the Bath in 1725 and is shown
wearing the star and ribbon of the Order.
Vertue's account is the best authority for Mercier's activities in England.
'conversation'f
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PHILIP MERGIER (C. 1 742)

He notes in 1736—7 "Mr. Mercier's affairs have not been very right with the
Prince, he beeing dismiss'd his Service after 9 years continuance and seemed
to retire into the Country as if he had left of painting; made a sort of purchase
of an estate however lately has taken lodgings in Common Garden and commence portrait painting. and has painted several pieces of some figures of
conversation as big as the life conceited plaisant Fancies and habits mixt
and much approvd off."
modes really well done
During this period of the late 1730's Mercier was patronized by Sir Thomas
Samwell. Many portraits were commissioned by him from Mercier, one of the
most attractive being that of Sir Thomas himself with John Neale of Allesley
Park, near Coventry. There were no less than eleven pictures at Upton House,
Northamptonshire
(the Samwell seat) in 1830. They ranged in date from 1732
to 1738 but have now scattered to many homes, including the French Hospital
in London and the collections of Mr. Murray Adams Acton and Judge
Hildyard.
These Upton pictures are the sort of work Vertue speaks of in 1737 (as noted
above). It was but a short step to the simple genre figure; what the later
eighteenth century called the "fancy Picture". With an allegiance to Chardin
and with a growing income from the series of mezzotints by Faber in 1739,
Mercier turned to the gentry of Yorkshire for further patronage.
It should be said at once that we have no exact knowledge, other than
Vertue's account, of Mercier's years in Yorkshire. There are at least fifteen
pictures of interest by him within the county, several of these being at Temple
Newsam House. It was Mercier whom the 7th Viscount Irwin employed to
of Temple
paint his house, himself, and his relations. The modernization
Newsam created the need for modern pictures, and when Mercier appeared
at York Lord Irwin commissioned of him a series of portraits. His double
portrait of the 7th Viscount and his wife (Fig. 5) is neither signed nor dated.
His portrait of "Colonel Charles Ingram with his children, Charles and
Elizabeth" (Fig. 9) is inscribed Ph. Mereier fecit 1741. Colonel Charles Ingram
was the sixth son of Arthur, 3rd Viscount Irwin, whose full length portrait in
a landscape by I.eonard Knyff hangs at the top of the Oak Staircase at Temple
Newsam. He served under the Duke of Cumberland in Flanders and died in
1748. This picture shows also his son Charles who is portrayed as the 9th and
last Viscount Irwin by Benjamin Wilson in the picture hanging in the recently
redecorated New Library (Fig. 16).
Another full length of Lady Jenkinson (Fig. 6) is dated 1742. She was a
sister-in-law of the 7th Viscount and had come to live at Temple Newsam since
the death of her husband, Sir Robert Jenkinson of Walcot in Oxfordshire.
Both this picture and that of the 7th Viscount and his wife are listed in the
1750 inventory of pictures at Temple Newsam. A fourth full length is a little
more unusual. It depicts John Philips (Fig. 7) and the inscription in white paint
in the lower left corner tells the story and dates the picture. It reads "3ohn

—
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Philips Gent. aged 1N) was born in Cleveland in the year /Ã25. he is now living at
Thorner near Bramham Park in I'orkshire. Done by Philip Mercier in August. 1741/
He died the 4th of gannry. 1741—2." Philips had been born only three years after
the Temple Newsam estate had been acquired by Sir Arthur Ingram in 1622.
He lived to see that start of the mid-eighteenth century improvements at the

by the fashionable Mercier.
Turning to other Yorkshire patrons, there is the charming group at Newby
of the children of the first Lord Grantham. This was exhibited at Leeds in
September 1950. The first Lord Grantham, a diplomatist who is remembered
for his share in negotiating the treaty of Aix la Chapelle, married a daughter
of Thomas Worsley of Hovingham, a family connection; which apart from
the obvious stylistic affmities, supports the attribution to Mercier, who in
1742, five years after this marriage, is knov n to have painted the three
daughters (the youngest by his second wife) of Thomas Worsley.
Sir William Worsley has kindly indicated that there are five Mercier
portraits at Hovingham. A payment was found many years ago for three of
them and is quoted by Randall Davies. It has been rechecked for us by Sir
William and reads:
"31 July 1742. Paid Mr. Mercier for three pictures viz: of my daughters,
Betty, Kitty and Nancy g2L 0. 0."
The portraits of Betty and Kitty are half lengths whilst that of Nancy as
noted in the account book, is "at whole length".
Also at Newby there are two other portraits attributed to Mercier. These
represent Sir Thomas Robinson, afterwards first Lord Grantham, and his wife
Frances, the daughter of Thomas Worsley mentioned above. She is shown
nursing a baby. These three pictures, normally shown in the Dining Room,
form a most splendid group.
An Unknown Lady formerly in the collection of Mrs. G. Renton of Leeds
is signed and dated by Mercier in 1741. The portrait of Mr. Dawson in the
National Gallery of Scotland (No. 627) is a characteristic work of Mercier's
Yorkshire years. It was called in the catalogues from 1877 Mr. Dawson of
Durham but the old labels had Leeds on them. It was previously catalogued as
by Hogarth.
At Burton Agnes is a portrait of the 5th Baronet, Sir Griffith Boynton. It
normally hangs above the chimneypiece in the Chinese Room and is signed
and dated 1741. At Thorpe Hall there is the large group (1740) of Godfrey
Bosvile, Diana Wentworth and Family, and there are two or three at Wentworth Woodhouse. A companion to these is Lady Anne I'Irentworth (1741) which
belongs also to Earl Fitzwilliam but is now at his home at Peterborough.
1740 must have been a very busy year for Mercier for he also painted Sir
Ralph Craythorne of Ness Hall, Yorkshire and also Lord and Lady ingham. This
was the property of Lord Allendale until the sale at Bretton Hall. The signed
house and to be painted
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PHILIP MERCIER (AvcvsT 1741)
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portrait of 1742 of the Fauconberg sisters loaned to Temple Newsam by
Captain V. M. Wombwell is illustrated here (Fig. 10).
In 1751 the one-time Steward of the Society of Virtuosi of St. Luke, Philip
Mercier, returned finally to London. He is said to have visited Scotland. Vertue
writes in October, 1751:
"Mr. Merciere painter haveing been settled many years in York had
much imployments of Nobility and Gentry & substantial persons whose
portraits he drew being well paid for them, he livd and maintained a good
reputation, now and then he came to London occasionally but now
haveing done so much as to fill &. satisfy all that Citty & adjacent parts
he is returned to London
to try again what success he may meet here
& to settle with his family."
Early in 1752 according to Vertue, Mercier left for Portugal "having a
who made large
prospect of'good business... by several English merchants
subscription for their portraits to be done by him he went over there found
affairs & prospects so well that he soon sent over for his wife and family to
reside there. 1752. the month of April." His money must, however, have
dispersed quickly for after his death in 1760 his wife asked the Incorporated
Society of Artists f'r a grant and received ten guineas. A "Miss Mercier" who
was "Sick and in great distress" received two guineas and finally died in a
London workhouse. In 1762 Mrs. Mercier was engaged to look after the
miniatures in the Society's exhibition and in 1764 was appointed "Stationer
to the Society."7

—

—

G. W.

BEARD.

NOTES
1

2

3

4

give 1728. Vertue gives 1711. Ralph Edwards in Burl. Mag. !Vov. 1948. p. 308
notes an engraving which bears the inscription "Grave a Londres en 1723 par Pierre le
Merrier" (.sic). E. K.. Waterhouse in jnl. of the Warhurg and Courtauld Institutee Vol. XV. Nos. 3-4.
1952. p. 127, ass!!mes that Mercier did not Iinally settle in I.ondon until 1725-8.

Some authorities
1'n. 7

Vertue Note Books. III p. 82 (Walpole Society XXII 1934).
Waterhouse op. cit. gives the details concerning these Upton pictures. The picture in Judge Hildyard's
collection The Bible Lesson was exhibited R.A. 1954-5 "European Masters of the Eighteenth
Century" No. 139, as adadarne tdercier and children.
Paul Wes< her's account of Mercier in Art Quarterly XIV, Autumn 1951, p. 179 ff. relies mainly for
Yorkshire details on Sir Philip Hendy's accounts of Temple Newsam in .4pollo, July, August,
October and December 1941, and February 1942. Mercier is dealt with in the October 1941
issue

5

0
7

p. 88.

Randall Davies Engli !is,Society of the Eighteenth Century in ContemPorary 4rt (1907), pp. 37-8.
W. T. Whitley,4rtists and their l'riends in England 1700-99 Vol. Is p. 74 (1928).
Whitley. op. cit. Vol. I, p. '2'3'2.
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TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE

APRIL 26 to
MAY 27
MAY 31 to
JUNE 21

OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING SUNDAYS
OCTOBER to APRIL, 11.30 a.m. to 6.15 p.m. or dusk
MAY to SEPTEMBER, 10.30 a.m. to 6.15 p.m.
WEDNESDAY 10.30 a.m. to 8.0 p.m.

An exhibition

ACQUISITIONS OF THE YEAR

of the works of art acquired during the past year

An exhibition organized
thirty-four contemporary

SINCE THE WAR

by the Arts Council
artists

of recent works

by

LONG GALLERY CONCERTS

MAY 28 and JUNE 25
Commencing at 7.30 p.m.
Bookings at Barker's from one month prior to each concert

LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY
APRIL 12 to
MAY 18

OPEN DAILY, 10.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.
SUNDAY 2.30 p.m. to 5.0 p.m.

NATIONAL

EXHIBITION OF CHILDREN'S ART
Organized

by the Sunday Pictorial

FLORAL ACADEMY

APRIL 18 3.0 p.m.—9.0 p.m.
APRIL 19 10.0 a.m.—8.0 p.m.

JUNE 21 to
JULY 5

WILLIAM BLAKE TRUST FACSIMILES

An exhibition of facsimiles
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of Blake's illuminated books

SOME NOTABLE EVENTS IN YORKSHIRE GALLERIES
Arts Council Exhibitions
Contemporary

British Lithographs

Art Exhibitions Bureau
Britain in watercolours
New English Art Club 1957
The Chinese Scene
Society of Marine Artists
Dutch Watercolours
Society of Aviation Artists
Britain in Watercolours

Huddersfield

April 28 to May 10

Scarborough

to April 28
April 5 to May 3
April 26 to May 24
May 24 to June 21
June 2 to June 28
June 11 to July 10
June 14 to July 12

Hull
Sheffield

Rotherham
Scarborough
Brighouse
Doncaster

Other Exhibitions

Huddersfield

Huddersfield Photographic Society
Industrial Britain
Lancashire Group of Artists

Harrogate Photographic Society
Brighouse Arts Circle
Hull Photographic Society
Durer and his Contemporaries (V. & A.)
Works by Sir Gerald Kelly, K.C.V.O., P.P.R.A.
Yorkshire Photographic Union
Bazaar Paintings of Calcutta
Chantrey Bequest
Doncaster Camera Club
Town and Country Scenes
Victorian Pottery (V. & A.)
Scarborough Art Society
The Arts of India (V. & A.)
New Vision Group Paintings
Huddersfield Schools Art Association
National Park Exhibition
Yorkshire Photographic Union
Modern Dutch Art
Mediterranean Embroideries
65th Annual Exhibition of Contemporary British Art
Indian Paintings (V. & A.)
Two Centuries of English Chintz (V. & A.)
Modern Tablewares (V. & A.)
Polish Life Today
Contemporary American Textiles
Burmese Costumes
20th Century Watercolours (V. & A.)
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Rotherham
Halifax
Harrogate
Brighouse

Hull
Wakefield
Hull
Keighley

Halifax

Sheffield

Doncaster
Rotherham
Rotherham
Scarborough

Keighley
Hull
Huddersfield
H arrogate
Huddersfield
Wakefield
Halifax

Bradford
Hull

Harrogate
Brighouse

Bradford
Halifax
Halifax
Sheffield

April
April
April
April

to April 12
to April 12
to April 20
to April 26
to April 26
to April 27
I to April 23
1 to May 4
5 to April 27
5 to May 25

from April 17
April 12 to May 4
April 19 to May 17
to May 25
May 2 to June 1
May 3 to June 1
May 10 to May 31
May 17 to May 31
May 17 to June 1
May 17 to June 14
May 24 to June 28
May 31 to June 22
to June I
June 1 to June 22
from June 7
June 14 to Aug. 9
June 27 to July 27
June 28 to July 27
June 28 to Aug. 3
June 30 to Aug. 4

1

<)

COLONEL CHARLES INGRAM KITH HIS CHILDREN
CHARLES AND ELIZABETH
PHILIP MERDIER (1741

1948
The black square at the top shows condition bel'ore cleaning.
OIYELR

BY THE EARL OF HALIFAX,

10 THE PAUCOINBERG
I

SISTERS

PHnnP MERDIFR (1742)

LOAVED BY CAPT. V. M. WOMBWELI.

PICTURES BY PHILIP MERCIER MENTIONED IV THIS ARTICLE
('all oil on canvas)

Frederick Prince of Wales; with his sisters Anne, Caroline and Amelia, called
MUsIG PARTY. Signed and dated 1733. 43 x 51 cm. (National Portrait Gallery,
1556) .
brought to England a
FREDERIGK, PRINGE oF WAI.Es. Mercier presumably
similar picture to that bequeathed to the National Portrait Gallery (2501) in
1931 l>y Miss L. B. Randell. reprod> E. K. Waterhousc. l'ainting in Britain, l530—
17.')0. Pl. 114B. 48 x 38 in.
A PARTY ON THE TERRACE OF SHOTOVER HOUSE. Signed and dated "Ph. Mercier.
Pinxit. An: 1725." Full details of this picture are given in Iearly C,'onuersation
Pictures by Ralph Edw ards (1954), p.166. Pl. 81 (Viscount Rothermere).
50x41 in.
TYRCONNFL WI'I'H MEMBERS OF HIS FAMILY IV THF. >GROUNDS OF
BELTGN H01>sE. Signed "Ph: f»fercier Pinxit." Dated by Edwards. op cit p. 166
VIS(".OUNT

as 1725—6. (Lord Brow nlow). 24

5

6

7

x29 in.

SIR THDMAs SAMwELL, BT., AND JoHN NFALE oF ALLEsLEY. Plobal>ly from the
later 1730's. Full details are given in British Portraits. R.A. Exhibition Catalogue
Arbury Park, nr. Coventry).
1956—57. No. 178. (F. Fitzroy-Newdegatc,
36-.'; x53 in.
TEMPLE NEwsAM. Vie1v of'thc house fi om the east, with figures in the foreground,
showing a stable block on either side of th(. main building. 35 x 67 in. Attributed
to Philip IMercier.
PDRTRAIT oF HENRY, 7TkI X IscoUNr IR1vlx AND HIs WIFE. The 7th Viscount
of Sir Charles Scarburgh,
the g>rand-daughter
married Anne Scarburgh,
inf.crior
modelling of Temple
for
the
responsible
was
II.
He
Charles
to
physician
Newsam House. 97,'- x 841, in. c.1742. (Fi«. 5>.)
COI.ONEL. CHARLES INGRAM WITH HIS CHILDI'FN. Signed 'lnd dated "Ph. Mercier.
fecit/1741." 84 x 58 in. (Fig. 9.)
LADY JENKINsoN. Signed and dated "Ph. 'Afercier fecit Ano. 1742." Lady
Jenkinson, who had been a Lady in Waiting to Queen Anne, came to live at
1 emplc Newsam in 1738 and was sister-in-law to thc 7th Viscount (l'ig. 6.)
—.',

10 JDHN PHII.IPs, AUGL!sT 1741. Inscription

12

13

given in text. 84.', X 58 in. (l'ig. 7.)

THE CHILDREN OF TkIE FIRST LORD GRANTHAM, attributed to Mercier. Icxhib>
Leeds. Picture of the 'Afonth, No. 40, September 1950. Group of six children
and a dog. (Major Compton, Newby Hall). 73 x85st in.
The five 'Afercier portraits at Hovingham are discussed in the text of the article.
They are all of 1742 and signed.
Sir Thomas Robinson and I'rances Worsley, afterwards Lord and Lady
Grantham. At Newl>y Hall. No details of size etc. available.

LADY. Formerly in the collection of 11Irs. G. Renton of Leeds.
available.
Signed and dated "Ph: ibfercier fecit. An: 1741." (Photograph
No size
at Temple Newsam House).

AN LNKNowN
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16

17
18

MR. DAwsoN. Half length in brown, standing behind a table in an interior,
turned to left. 35+s X26sI in. (Scottish National Gallery, No. 627).
SIR GRIFFITH BDYNTQN, 5TH BARGNET. Signed and dated 1741. 50X40in.
Exhibt Arts Council "Art in the Georgian Home" 1949, No. 2. At Burton
Agnes, Yorks.
GQDFREY BosvILE

DIANA WENTwoRTH

AND FAMILY.

At Thorpe Hall, Yorks. No size available.

Signed and dated 1740.

Signed and dated 1741. 44X54 in. (Earl Fitzwilliam,
There are other Merciers at Wentworth Woodhouse.

LADY ANNE WENTwoRTH.

Milton, Peterborough).

19 SIR RALPH CRAYTHQRNE GF NEss HALL, YQRKs. Signed and dated 1740. 73 ><
54 in. Anon. sale. 28 July 1938 (65) and once or twice since latterly as A
gentleman.

20

LORD AND LADY EFFINGHAM formerly the property of Lord Allendale,
Hall. 84 x 60 in. Signed and dated 1740. Sold in 1947.

21

THE FAtIcoNIIERG SIsTERs. Loaned to Temple Newsam
Wombwell, Newburgh Priory, Yorks. Signed and dated

'n.

An. 1742." 73 —x59 —

by Captain

Bretton

V. M.

"Ph. Mercier fecit.

(I am indebted to Professor E. K. Waterhouse for the details of Nos. 16—20).

The Annual Meeting and Soiree

of the

Leeds Art Collections Fund
ttoill be held
on

at Temple JVewsam House

Friday, 16th May, at 7 p.m.

Members are asked to note this date.

Further details will be sent to each member
in due course.

L
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The Long Gallery

11

One of the two Chimneypieces

Chimneypieces

in the Long C1allery at Temple Newsam

House (1739—
40l

There has long been a tradition that the two fine chimneypieces came to
Temple Newsam from London, and are to the designs of Isaac Ware. It may
never be possible to prove this but the following note from the Temple Newsam
archives in the City Reference Library shows how long it took to erect them.
It occurs in the only account-book of the period of the Georgian restorations
(1739—42 E.A. 13/68. folio 31).
"Doe begun to work at ye Chimneypieces in ye Gallery, March 3d
1739—40. Finished mason work April 23d. Was 3 days off in yt time. In
All 2 men was 7 weeks. Ye Master was 12 dayes."
Doe is the mason Robert Doe, but how irritating that we still do not know
who "ye Master" was. He obviously came (?from London) to supervize the
final stages of the erection of these magnificent fourteen feet high chimneypieces, the epitome of all that stands for the Age of Elegance.
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Taco Elbow Armchairs

toith contemporary

needlecrork

(e.17401

Photo. yorkshire Post

The Executors of Lady Burton have recently placed on loan at Temple
two very fine eighteenth century elbow armchairs. In the terse
terininology ol an inventory they would be described as:
"Pair of Chippendale-period carved niahogany Elbow Chairs; cabriole
legs and claw and ball feet; seat, back and arms covered in 18th century
petit-point needlework, having ovals, and panels of flowers, figures and
mountainous landscape depicted thereon. c.174.0."
Such a description, however, does little and a monochrome illustration
assists but a little further to demonstrate the fine colouring and condition of
the needlework on these chairs. They are now on view in the newly decorated
library which is described elsewhere in this issue (pp. 28 —29).

iVewsam
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Augustus John, o.~., II.a.

13

LAXD!SCAPE AT CHIRK

Oil on /panel.

PREBENTEO

12!" x 15!"

Is 1934 BY

H. M. HEPKYORTH

Augustus John was eighty years old on January 4th of'his year. When the
Royal Academy devoted an exhibition to his work in 1954, Sir Gerald Kelly
wrote of him that he had "dominated painting in England for fifty years...
and from the beginning his teachers and fellow students staked a claim for him
which no one has ever seriously challenged."
After his early training at the Slade much of'his lif'e incidentally is portrayed
in his own delightfully written autobiography
Chiaro.scaro
John wandered in
Wales following gipsy caravans and depicting his family and f'riends in amazing
drawings. Provence, Wales, Provence
always travelling and painting more
and more landscapes, destroying that which was inferior. Portraits of Hardy,
Shaw, Yeats, Davies, Lawrence and Dylan Thomas, and many of them are
page 23

in the impressive folio of his drawings recently issued by George
Rainbird Limited of London.
A journey to Jamaica brought many exotic studies of negresses and there is
a series of flower paintings. Seven bronze busts were shown in the Royal
Academy Exhibition and it is interesting in this respect that the Leeds collections include John's etching of the great sculptor Jacob Epstein when a young
man.
Shortly before he died Ernest Musgrave had hoped that it might eventually
be possible to secure a later drawing (or drawings) by John to make our
representation of him more complete. Most of our holdings were shown in the
Royal Academy Exhibition and are as follows:

shown

JAcoB EPsTEIN, etching. 5 x4 in. Signed "Augustus
Purchased by the Leeds Art Collections Fund 1925.

PQRTRAIT QF

on panel, 122 x 15< in.
Presented by H. M. Hepworth 1934.
Aeprod: "Studio" February 1931.
Exhib: Temple Newsam, John exhibition July —
August
Academy 1954, No. 385.

E. John."

LANDSCAPE AT CHIRK, oil

1946, No. 28; Royal

THE NIxIE, pencil and watercolour, 134 X19~ in. Signed and dated "John
Presented by R. H. Kitson 1934.
Exhib: Temple Newsam 1946, No. 87; Royal Academy 1954, No. 281.

07."

MRs EDwARD NETTLEsHIP, pencil; 9~ X10 in. Signed and dated "John 99."
Purchased from the Corporation Fund 1941.
Exhi b: National Gallery "Drawings by Augustus John and other British
Artists" 1941; Temple Newsam 1941, No. 39; Royal Academy 1954, No. 6.
Galway Peasants). Pen and wash; 192 x
142 in. Signed "John." Presented by Sir Michael Sadler through the National
Arts Collections Fund in memory of Lady Sadler, 1931.
Reprod: Augustus john Drawings by Lilian Browse 1941.
Exhib: Temple Newsam, 1946, No. 115; Royal Academy, 1954, No. 280.
GITANO FAMII.Y, MARsEII.I.Es (formerly

A MIIsIc PARTY. Pen and sepia wash; 7 X9 in.
Bequeathed by H. M. Hepworth, 1943.
Exhib: Temple Newsam 1946, No. 94; Royal Academy 1954, No. 187.

Pen and sepia wash; 9~ x 102 in.
Bequeathed by H. M. Hepworth 1943.
Exhib: Temple Newsam 1946 No. 95; Royal Academy 1954, No. 163.
AN IDYLL.
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A Portrait

by Francis

Cotes

1957 issue we briefly discussed the important picture by
from the Earl of Mexborough. This is shown in the
loan
Francis Cotes on
Prince's Room at Temple Newsam and dates from about 1765. It depicts
Anne Hussey Delaval, the third wife of Sir William Stanhope, and Catherine
Proctor, the wife of Lord Effingham. As an important and original Cotes, in
which his rare use of imagination finds vent, it had been hoped to find some
documentary evidence about it in Lord Mexborough's archives. This was not,
however, to be, for the Methley archives are very sparse in the 1740—80 period.
Catherine Proctor of Leeds was born in 1746 and married Lord Eflingham
in 1765. Lady Stanhope, who had separated from her husband in 1763, was
probably living with her sister, Lady Mexborough. Professor E. K. W iterhouse
thinks the picture has some connection with the private theatricals put on by
Lady Stanhope's and Lady Mexborough's brother, Sir Francis Blake Delaval.
Lady Stanhope is shown here as Diana.
The very fine frame is a version of the one made about 1762 for
of Lord and Lady Pollington with a child now at Doddington Hall.
Lord Pollington became 1st Earl of Mexborough in 1765. There i» also at
a full length portrait of
a house having Delaval connections
Doddington
Callista
in Rowe's 7he Fair
as
Wilson
Benjamin
c.1760)
Lady Stanhope (by
December
1957 for a
Antiques
York)
armillary
(New
Penitent. The
sphere (see
frame
i»
the
the
of
the
symbol ol
at
of
its
significance)
discussion
general
top
1'ocus
ot man'
within
the
order
its
and
perfection
the universe, bringing
accusin
an
finest
frames
are
the
produced
These
age
among
comprehension.
workmanship.
tomed to good
We are also privileged to illustrate the Reynolds portrait of'765 of Lady
Stanhope at the Baltimore Museum of Art. A colour transparency sent to us
shows what a lovely portrait this is- —the silver blue dre:s, the sharp rcd ol'he
portfolio under the table, and the almost Richard Wilson like landscape shown
at the top right with blue cloud flecked sky. This portrait was once in the
possession of Lord Mexborough. It is interesting to see how Lady Stanhope
was portrayed by these two leading painters of the day. The Baltirr ore painting
has recently been cleaned.
After Sir William Stanhope's death in 1772 Lady Stanhope remarried to
Captain Morris. She died on February 23rd, 181'2. Lady Effingham died at sea
(October 14th, 1791) a month before her husband.

In our Winter

Reynolds'ortrait

pilg8
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14 I.ADY STANHOPE

,4-

Avl> TrrE

COUNTESS OF EFFINGI-I;IIM
Oil an cancns, 94.r," y. 60"

LOANED BY THE EARL OF MEXBOROL'('H
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FRANors

CorFs (c.1765)

15 ANNE

SIR JOSIIVA REYMOLDS
I ATER LADY STANHO1'E
Oil on canons, 93" >; 57!>"
JACOBS COLLECTION BALTIMORE MUSFUM OF ART, U.S.A.

HUSSEY DELAVAL
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(1765)

The Library

at Temple Newsam House

This room has been redecorated during the winter months and now presents
splendid introduction to the house. It i» the second room which visitors enter
and its interesting contents have been further enhanced with the addition of
the chairs described on page 22.
The South Wing, though it stands on great cellars which are probably
Tudor, was largely rebuilt in 1622 and again in 1796. The decoration of thi»
particular room was again drastically altered for the last private owner of the
house, the Earl of Halifax. It was designed for him in 1912 by the late Ralph
Freeman-Smith, a Director of'cnygon and Morant, decorators, I.ondon.
1"he decoration of'hi» room is in imitation of the style of the carly eighteenth
century. Some of the ornament is carved in pine, but the majority cast in
composition. The carved pine swags over the mantelpiece may be of the
eighteenth century and taken from some other part of the house.
The full length pendant portraits of King AVilliam III rrnd Queen Mary are
two of thc many versions of the same portraits which went to supporters of thc
House of Orange from the studio of Sir Godfrey Kncllcr. They are in their
origina.l frames, and may well have been acquired by thc 3rd Viscount Irwin.
The lively portrait over the mantelpiece is possibly by John Hayls, one of
I.cly's numerous imitators. The subject is L;rdy Sc;rrburgh, wif'e of Sir
Charles Scarburgh, the physician who attcndccl Charles I I on his death
bcd. On the west wall is a portrait of'harles, thc 9th Viscount, attributed to
Benjamin )Vilson. He is shown as a boy in the Mcrcier portrait reproduced on
page 18. The pair of gilt-framed mirrors on the south wall are in Chippendale's
Chinese manner, c.1750. They came from Rothiemay Castle. The library desk
with carving in Chippendale's
gothic manner in the centre of the room w;rs
made for William Gcrard Hamilton (1729—96), a Member of Parliament for
forty-two years and known as "Single Speech Hamilton".
Under the Wilson portrait is an elegant mahogany sideboard and a p;rir of
silver-mounted
urn shaped knife boxes, the gift of Lady Martin. 1 he gilt
torcheres, c.1780, were purchased in 1953. The Burton chairs flank the four
chair settee in mahogany and walnut given by Sir Adrian Boult. The chandelier
came from the Carlton House Terrace home of the F.arl of I.onsdale.
From this room one forms the best idea of the eighteenth century landsc;rping
of'he park by Capability Brown. The carpet of sweeping green lawns and
golden dafTodils are re-echoed in the colours of the room itself;
a,
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/Marco

Ri cci

In 1948 the Earl of Halifax presented to the City Art Gallery and Temple
Newsam House eighteen oil paintings by the Venetian Marco Ricci. "The
two Ricci, Sebastiano (1659—1734) the uncle, and Marco (1676—1729) the
nephew, are more important for the history of painting in Venice than they
are in England." Marco Ricci first came to England in 1708. Three years later he
returned to Venice and then brought back with him his uncle. In England they
sometimes collaborated but after losing many mural commissions to Sir James
Thornhill they left England in 1716.
The eighteen canvases at Temple Newsam are listed in the 1730 inventory
as "Italian paintings". In the 1750 inventory the landscapes and seascapes
are assigned to "Sen. Rizze". They were acquired by Lord (Edward) Irwin
in Venice between 1706—7 and were probably painted shortly before this date.
Three of the paintings have recently been illustrated and described by
Francesca Delcroix in the April-June 1957 issue of "Estratto dalla Rivista
'Commentari'."
Francis Watson has explained (Jnl. Royal Inst. British Architects.
1954) that payments were often made to Marco for Sebastiano's work and viceversa. Thus it is with the Temple Newsam group, Sebastiano's name appearing
in the archives.
The author regards the 5torm at Sea (Fig. 17) as the most beautiful of the
group. The line is not interrupted as in the other seascapes but rises unbroken.
It can be assigned to a date after the meeting with Magnasco which may have
taken place in Tuscany in 1705.
Also in Yorkshire at Castle Howard (Major George Howard) is Marco
Ricci's picture Rehearsal of an Opera. The position of these Venetian groups and
the written keys with which some of the pictures are provided was fully discussed in the exhibition catalogue Eighteenth C;entury Venice (Whitechapel Art
Gallery 1951).
Vertue records that whilst both Marco and Sebastiano were "both skillfull
painters in different manners" they were deceitful, and notes an altercation
between Sebastiano and the Duke of Portland. It is perhaps fortunate that the
paintings were acquired before the Riccis came to England, for a year or two
later Lord Halifax told Lord Shreiisbury that if Sebastiano Ricci decorated at
Hampton Court he would not, as "First Commissioner of the Treasury," pay
him.

In addition to the eighteen canvases from Lord Halifax, two small paintings
(oil on copper 7+~ x 8<in.) of Landscapes with Ruins, attributed to Marco Ricci,
were presented in 1955 by Sir Alvary and Lady Gascoigne.
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17 STORM AT SEA

MARco Riccr (c.1705)

18 BATTLE SCENE

MARco Rrccr (c.1705)
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